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INTRODUCTION
The Leadership Effec veness 360 is an assessment that will iden fy:

Areas of strength and areas needing improvement associated with cri cal leadership competencies.
Allow you to see yourself as others see you.
Guide you in developing a personalized leadership development plan.
Serve as a benchmark in your leadership development.

While everyone has innate quali es that make them natural leaders, leadership is a skill that can be learned,
prac ced, and improved. The insight from this assessment will unlock and augment the parts of leadership that
are natural strengths and help you work on areas of weaknesses to make you a more well rounded, balanced,
and adaptable leader.

The Leadership Effec veness 360 Feedback Report consists of three components:

1. Overall Summary
The summary results chart provides a quick visual representa on of your scores in the eight competencies that
make up the Leadership Effec veness 360 profile. The areas to concentrate on are those scores above 3.5
(strong) and below 2.75 (need further development). Please note that these competency scores are averages.

2. Category Descrip ons
There are three sec ons for each of the eight competencies. The first of these three sec ons explains the
competency, lists average scores, and then provides high and low score interpreta on notes. The second sec on
provides a graphical representa on of individual ques on scores. The third sec on provides broadly-based
improvement ac ons for those individuals wan ng to develop their competencies.

3. 10/10 Report
The "10/10" Report page provides the average for the 10 highest scoring ques ons and the 10 lowest scoring
ques ons. It also iden fies the competency of each ques on.

Note on 360 Degree Feedback
If you received feedback from your supervisor, direct reports or peers using this assessment, please note the
following: Ra ngs responses from all persons who completed the assessment are averaged to produce the
results.
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HOW TO USE THIS REPORT
Be careful of gravita ng towards and focusing on your weaknesses. There is a preponderance of research
showing that most people spend too much me trying to fix their weaknesses while not spending nearly enough

me on their strengths. Cherish and find more ways to use your strengths, simply because this is where the
highest levels of personal produc vity will be achieved and career advancement will be found. Maximize your
leadership effec veness and poten al by using the informa on in this report to:

Strengthen your strengths to achieve excellence as a leader and op mize the performance of those you
lead.
Work on areas needing improvement to prevent failure and ul mately transform them into areas of
strength.
Enhance your interac ons with others by elimina ng blind spots. Blind spots are discrepancies between
how you see yourself and the reality of how you are perceived by others.

This report defines cri cal leadership competencies and provides your results in each. Be sure you understand
what each competency is, why you rated yourself as you did, how you were rated by others, and root causes of
varia ons between how you rated yourself compared to how others rated you.

Develop and implement a plan to improve your leadership giving the most focus to u lizing your strengths.
Consider retaking this assessment a er your plan has been fully implemented and enough me has passed for
others percep on of you to change.

Note the informa on in this report is a compila on of your raters' percep ons. These percep ons may be
objec vely incorrect, but that's a moot point. Their percep ons are their reality and it's important that you
appreciate that in order to have a chance in changing these percep ons.
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EIGHT LEADERSHIP EFFECTIVENESS 360 COMPETENCIES

Communica on Skills looks at the extent to which you communicate with economy and clarity and
welcome feedback. It asks the ques on: "How well do you design and send your messages and then a en vely
listen to people's responses in order to adjust your delivery and message?"

Decision-making refers to an individual's ability to systema cally examine op ons; iden fy limits,
outcomes, and risks to be considered; assign weights to each possible alterna ve; and then select the op on
that best meets the desired goals and standards.

Delega on looks at the extent to which you give team members the freedom or space to determine how
they will accomplish the work, tasks or projects delegated to them. It asks the ques on: "To what extent do you
create a climate of trust in which people feel that they can take risks and make mistakes in order to learn and
achieve things in a be er or different way?"

Emo onal Intelligence looks at your ability to recognize, understand, and harness your own feelings and
the feelings of others. It asks the ques on: "How intelligently aware are you of your own emo onal reac ons
and those of others, and how effec ve are you at pu ng that informa on to good use?"

Managing Change looks at how well you an cipate and plan for future change and then manage yourself
and others to handle it well. It asks the ques on: "How effec vely do you manage personal and widespread
change in order to ac vely steer the process to posi ve and beneficial ends for you, your team and your
organiza on?"

Se ng Goals and Standards refers to an individual's ability to manage ac vi es and projects using
measurable goals and standards and working with others to set goals and standards to develop understanding
and build commitment. This competency looks at one's ability to evaluate and priori ze goals, inten ons, and
ac on standards; eliminate barriers to the goal-se ng process; evaluate goals against criteria and standards;
and use goals to mo vate.

Team Building looks at the extent to which you trust, coach, and guide your team and team members in
order to influence and help them control their own des ny through their own efforts. It asks the ques on: "How
well do you empower individuals and team members so that they believe that the consequences of their ac ons
are their own?

Visualizing the Future is the extent to which you spend me thinking about the medium-term and
long-term future in order to iden fy a posi ve and compelling vision of what could be. It asks the ques on:
"How well do you an cipate and find ways to crea vely or inspira onally describe to team members what may
happen in the future?"
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Overall Summary
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Overall Summary (cont)
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Communica on Skills
Communica on Skills looks at the extent to which you communicate with economy and clarity and welcome
feedback. It asks the ques on: "How well do you design and send your messages and then a en vely listen to
people's responses in order to adjust your delivery and message?"

AGGREGATE SCORE ( 3.36 ) 

Interpreta on
LOW (less than 2.75)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the ones and twos ("occasionally" and "almost never") suggest that you miss
opportuni es to communicate when it would be helpful and fail to take enough me designing the message or
thinking about how it might be op mally delivered and received. You are also likely to find li le me to listen to
feedback and adjust accordingly. A low scorer tends to communicate on the run or at the last minute, failing to
shape the message carefully or think about who will receive the message and how it should be delivered. Low
scorers are likely to be thought of as poor communicators and poor listeners. They find it difficult to get their
messages across credibly or in a way that inspires or enthuses the team.

HIGH (greater than 3.5)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the fours and fives ("almost always" and "very frequently") suggest that you
are highly conscious of the need to create an open and posi ve climate in which you can listen and gather
feedback effec vely and efficiently. You are likely to find ways to maintain clear and frequent communica on
and use a range of different "channels" and methods. A high scorer comes across as a highly approachable
individual who uses a range of different communica on methods and styles to make sure that informa on flows
in both direc ons freely and sincerely and in varied and interes ng ways. High scorers enjoy talking to and
listening to people.

1. I ask open questions that encourage others to explain their ideas.1. I ask open questions that encourage others to explain their ideas.1. I ask open questions that encourage others to explain their ideas.1. I ask open questions that encourage others to explain their ideas.
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Communica on Skills (cont)
2. I summarize and repeat what I have heard in discussions with others to ensure I have2. I summarize and repeat what I have heard in discussions with others to ensure I have2. I summarize and repeat what I have heard in discussions with others to ensure I have2. I summarize and repeat what I have heard in discussions with others to ensure I have
a clear understanding of their message.a clear understanding of their message.a clear understanding of their message.a clear understanding of their message.
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3. I give others my complete attention when they are speaking, and concentrate on what3. I give others my complete attention when they are speaking, and concentrate on what3. I give others my complete attention when they are speaking, and concentrate on what3. I give others my complete attention when they are speaking, and concentrate on what
they are saying.they are saying.they are saying.they are saying.
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4. I allow people to finish speaking without interruption.4. I allow people to finish speaking without interruption.4. I allow people to finish speaking without interruption.4. I allow people to finish speaking without interruption.
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5. I ask a lot of questions and encourage others to talk about themselves and what they5. I ask a lot of questions and encourage others to talk about themselves and what they5. I ask a lot of questions and encourage others to talk about themselves and what they5. I ask a lot of questions and encourage others to talk about themselves and what they
do.do.do.do.
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Communica on Skills (cont)

Communica on Skills looks at the extent to which you communicate with economy and clarity and welcome
feedback. It asks the ques on: "How well do you design and send your messages and then a en vely listen to
people's responses in order to adjust your delivery and message?"

Recommenda ons for Overall Improvement
Low scorers need to engage in a rigorous self-assessment of their rela ve effec veness as a listener and as a
communicator. They should use what they learn about themselves to focus on improving areas of weakness or
limita on. In addi on, low scorers should study effec ve communicators and try to prac ce some of their
techniques wherever and whenever the opportuni es present themselves.

Ways to Strengthen or Improve Communica on Skills
Give people me to finish speaking before forming your own reply in your conversa ons.
Listen, maintain your focus and concentrate as much as possible.
Great communicators carefully plan what they say and how they want to say it, so that their message is
always well received. Get into the habit of doing the same.
Experiment with different communica on methods or communica on channels (face-to-face, phone,
email, text, etc.) so you can appeal to a wider range of people.
Keep a log or a diary to record performance feedback or comments. Make a point of speaking to
individuals in as direct a way as possible on a one-to-one basis.
Follow the main points or issues in all group mee ngs and develop a firm personal view. Put this view
forward in a clear manner, explaining why you hold your par cular posi on.

6. I listen carefully to the concerns and issues of others to ensure my recommendations6. I listen carefully to the concerns and issues of others to ensure my recommendations6. I listen carefully to the concerns and issues of others to ensure my recommendations6. I listen carefully to the concerns and issues of others to ensure my recommendations
and responses best serve them.and responses best serve them.and responses best serve them.and responses best serve them.
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Decision-making
Decision-making refers to an individual's ability to systema cally examine op ons; iden fy limits, outcomes,
and risks to be considered; assign weights to each possible alterna ve; and then select the op on that best
meets the desired goals and standards.

AGGREGATE SCORE ( 3.59 ) 

Interpreta on
LOW (less than 2.75)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the ones and twos ("almost never" and "occasionally") suggest that although
you make dozens of small decisions with ease every day, you have difficulty with larger decisions that require the
evalua on of many factors. A low scorer is likely to ignore consequen al risk or impact or heavily underes mate
any adverse consequences that might arise from a par cular course of ac on. This person tends to start
implemen ng a solu on without adequate planning and will either make unnecessary mistakes or discover new
and unforeseen problems that will not be easily resolved.

HIGH (greater than 3.5)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the fours and fives ("very frequently" and "almost always") suggest that you
automa cally consider the poten al risks that exist for a chosen course of ac on or significant decision. You
generally evaluate consequen al impact as well as the likelihood of occurrence before finally deciding. A high
scorer tends to evaluate ideas and strategies in terms of their poten al future impact, but will also find ways to
raise awareness of possible risks for others. High scorers are also likely to effec vely point out any difficul es or
problems that need more focus or effort to overcome them.

7. I am an effective decision-maker.7. I am an effective decision-maker.7. I am an effective decision-maker.7. I am an effective decision-maker.
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Decision-making (cont)
8. I test suggested solutions to see if they will work.8. I test suggested solutions to see if they will work.8. I test suggested solutions to see if they will work.8. I test suggested solutions to see if they will work.
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9. I prioritize the importance or urgency of one option versus another.9. I prioritize the importance or urgency of one option versus another.9. I prioritize the importance or urgency of one option versus another.9. I prioritize the importance or urgency of one option versus another.
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10. I have a back-up or contingency plan whenever specific solutions carry a high risk.10. I have a back-up or contingency plan whenever specific solutions carry a high risk.10. I have a back-up or contingency plan whenever specific solutions carry a high risk.10. I have a back-up or contingency plan whenever specific solutions carry a high risk.
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11. I ask penetrating questions in order to evaluate possible courses of actions.11. I ask penetrating questions in order to evaluate possible courses of actions.11. I ask penetrating questions in order to evaluate possible courses of actions.11. I ask penetrating questions in order to evaluate possible courses of actions.
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Decision-making (cont)

Decision-making refers to an individual's ability to systema cally examine op ons; iden fy limits, outcomes,
and risks to be considered; assign weights to each possible alterna ve; and then select the op on that best
meets the desired goals and standards.

Recommenda ons for Overall Improvement
Low scorers need to understand that all strategies carry at least some degree of risk. They should take more me
trying to measure or calculate risk in prac cal terms. Where the risk is not obvious, low scorers should ques on
the likely impact of decisions and what con ngency plans have been put in place should something go wrong.

Ways to Strengthen or Improve Decision-making
Think about the subject of risk from two perspec ves: The likelihood that there will be a problem (and
how frequently it might occur), and possible consequences and their severity. First think in terms of high,
medium, or low risk, but develop this into a more discerning calcula on system in due course.
Design the criteria by which you are going to evaluate different op ons. Then write down all the
alterna ve ideas or possible courses of ac on on paper, side-by-side.
Learn how to use techniques such as a decision matrix, how to assign weights to these factors, and how
to score each op on (alterna ve) on each factor. This will help you greatly improve your performance.
Review all of the comparisons to ensure that you make a sound decision as o en as possible.
Listen carefully and pa ently un l all the informa on being presented is complete. Then decide.
Make sure that in all of your evalua ons, you are comparing apples with apples, so that comparisons are
fair and equitable.
Before reaching a decision, evaluate the factual data and argue in your own mind the pros and cons of
mul ple courses of ac on. That will help you confidently reach a decision, present or propose it, and s ck
with it.
To avoid "group think," require team members to research and argue alterna ve viewpoints and play
devil's advocate. It will bring about more understanding of the broader consequences.

12. I review the accuracy of information before I make decisions.12. I review the accuracy of information before I make decisions.12. I review the accuracy of information before I make decisions.12. I review the accuracy of information before I make decisions.
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Delega on
Delega on looks at the extent to which you give team members the freedom or space to determine how they
will accomplish the work, tasks or projects delegated to them. It asks the ques on: "To what extent do you
create a climate of trust in which people feel that they can take risks and make mistakes in order to learn and
achieve things in a be er or different way?"

AGGREGATE SCORE ( 3.54 ) 

Interpreta on
LOW (less than 2.75)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the ones and twos ("occasionally" and "almost never") suggest that you
seldom give people enough "space" or authority to take on tasks or projects that are at the limits of their
capability. You tend to over-specify how things are to be done and might even intervene personally when you
feel that an individual has made a mistake or is going to fail. An individual who scores low in this area tends to
take on too much by themselves or only offer low-level or "safe" tasks to others (that can be supervised) or
delegate tasks that come with consequences if things go wrong. You tend to give your opinions too regularly and
even take tasks and projects back from people who are not performing to your exac ng standards.

HIGH (greater than 3.5)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the fours and fives ("almost always" and "very frequently") suggest that you
enjoy seeing people take on new, challenging tasks and personally grow by being given the "space" to take
reasonable risks and different approaches. You delegate a lot of responsibility to people whom you believe are
capable and you encourage people to take on personal challenges and goals. A high scorer is likely to ac vely
look for ways to empower individuals to take on responsibility and move the limits of their "comfort zone" when
performing new or different tasks. You will rarely feel uncomfortable about delega ng your authority to others,
and you give people as much support as they need, even when mistakes or less-than-op mal paths are chosen.

13. I follow up with people to see how well they are progressing.13. I follow up with people to see how well they are progressing.13. I follow up with people to see how well they are progressing.13. I follow up with people to see how well they are progressing.
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Delega on (cont)
14. I place importance on providing clear, easy-to-understand instructions and14. I place importance on providing clear, easy-to-understand instructions and14. I place importance on providing clear, easy-to-understand instructions and14. I place importance on providing clear, easy-to-understand instructions and
directions for others.directions for others.directions for others.directions for others.
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15. I actively demonstrate how things can be done in alternate ways.15. I actively demonstrate how things can be done in alternate ways.15. I actively demonstrate how things can be done in alternate ways.15. I actively demonstrate how things can be done in alternate ways.
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16. I find that sensible delegation is the most effective way to get as much done as16. I find that sensible delegation is the most effective way to get as much done as16. I find that sensible delegation is the most effective way to get as much done as16. I find that sensible delegation is the most effective way to get as much done as
possible.possible.possible.possible.
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17. I believe that people need to be given new and different challenges in order to grow17. I believe that people need to be given new and different challenges in order to grow17. I believe that people need to be given new and different challenges in order to grow17. I believe that people need to be given new and different challenges in order to grow
and learn.and learn.and learn.and learn.
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Delega on (cont)

Delega on looks at the extent to which you give team members the freedom or space to determine how they
will accomplish the work, tasks or projects delegated to them. It asks the ques on: "To what extent do you
create a climate of trust in which people feel that they can take risks and make mistakes in order to learn and
achieve things in a be er or different way?"

Recommenda ons for Overall Improvement
Low scorers need to become less prescrip ve or structured and more trus ng of those around them if they want
people to achieve results at least as good as the standards they could achieve themselves. As such, they should
offer only broad direc onal guidance when delega ng or assigning a task and should avoid intervening unless it
is absolutely cri cal or the individual asks for help.

Ways to Strengthen or Improve Delega on
Look for a variety of new learning opportuni es for people around you and make the new learning
opportuni es easily available.
Describe possible courses of ac on, but do not specify the exact approach and outcomes that you expect
the individual to take or achieve. Let them discover their own path.
Support people when they make minor or understandable mistakes and encourage them to assess what
they can do differently.
Avoid jumping in too quickly, even when people make mistakes.
Reward hard work, innova on, and efforts to stretch personal boundaries.

18. When delegating to others, I consider their capability and desire to perform the task18. When delegating to others, I consider their capability and desire to perform the task18. When delegating to others, I consider their capability and desire to perform the task18. When delegating to others, I consider their capability and desire to perform the task
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Emo onal Intelligence
Emo onal Intelligence looks at your ability to recognize, understand, and harness your own feelings and the
feelings of others. It asks the ques on: "How intelligently aware are you of your own emo onal reac ons and
those of others, and how effec ve are you at pu ng that informa on to good use?"

AGGREGATE SCORE ( 3.67 ) 

Interpreta on
LOW (less than 2.75)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the ones and twos ("occasionally" and "almost never") suggest that you will
almost en rely seek to separate feelings and emo ons from the "task" of leadership. People with rela vely low
levels of emo onal intelligence are likely to avoid taking on a leadership role at all. However, if they do, they
prefer to manage systems or resources in preference to managing people directly. A low score indicates that you
lead others by "the book" rather than by relying on your own judgment or intui on. When you find yourself in a
leadership posi on, you will o en try to lead from the front or adopt a "command and control" style without the
support of others.

HIGH (greater than 3.5)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the fours and fives ("almost always" and "very frequently") suggest that you
are someone who reflects regularly and deeply on what good leadership might be in terms of your own
percep on of yourself, as well as your percep ons of others. You are also likely to think about how you can
con nue to make helpful interven ons by using a strong set of personal values and beliefs. A high score
indicates that you listen to people carefully and calmly before seeking a par cular leadership role (if it is deemed
to be appropriate at all). You tend to try to create a trus ng and sincere climate in which good decisions can
come from anyone with the best ideas.

19. I clearly understand my personal strengths and weaknesses.19. I clearly understand my personal strengths and weaknesses.19. I clearly understand my personal strengths and weaknesses.19. I clearly understand my personal strengths and weaknesses.
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Emo onal Intelligence (cont)
20. I notice how others are feeling and respond appropriately.20. I notice how others are feeling and respond appropriately.20. I notice how others are feeling and respond appropriately.20. I notice how others are feeling and respond appropriately.
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21. I like to build trust by being reliable and sincere.21. I like to build trust by being reliable and sincere.21. I like to build trust by being reliable and sincere.21. I like to build trust by being reliable and sincere.
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22. I avoid making sarcastic or critical comments about individual performance.22. I avoid making sarcastic or critical comments about individual performance.22. I avoid making sarcastic or critical comments about individual performance.22. I avoid making sarcastic or critical comments about individual performance.
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23. I regularly take time for reflection and intentionally seek self and social awareness.23. I regularly take time for reflection and intentionally seek self and social awareness.23. I regularly take time for reflection and intentionally seek self and social awareness.23. I regularly take time for reflection and intentionally seek self and social awareness.
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Emo onal Intelligence (cont)

Emo onal Intelligence looks at your ability to recognize, understand, and harness your own feelings and the
feelings of others. It asks the ques on: "How intelligently aware are you of your own emo onal reac ons and
those of others, and how effec ve are you at pu ng that informa on to good use?"

Sugges ons for Overall Improvement
The low scorer needs to think much more deeply about their own personal style and way of opera ng, and
recognize that it can always be improved or adjusted to suit the styles or responses of people who are very
different. Being self-cri cal and recognizing your own shor alls is no easy task; it will require a sustained effort
and lots of support and construc ve feedback from others.

Ways to Strengthen or Improve Emo onal Intelligence
Think deeply about your own personal values and share them with your colleagues.
Gather the opinions or views of people around you (your supervisor, peers, and team members).
Take me to quietly reflect on how you are perceived and how you personally feel about the feedback.
Use the feedback to plan how you might modify your behavior (building on the posi ves and lessening or
elimina ng the nega ves).
Think about what you might be able to do to work with your fellow colleagues and team members more
effec vely.

24. I accept full responsibility and accountability for my actions.24. I accept full responsibility and accountability for my actions.24. I accept full responsibility and accountability for my actions.24. I accept full responsibility and accountability for my actions.
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Managing Change
Managing Change looks at how well you an cipate and plan for future change and then manage yourself and
others to handle it well. It asks the ques on: "How effec vely do you manage personal and widespread
change in order to ac vely steer the process to posi ve and beneficial ends for you, your team and your
organiza on?"

AGGREGATE SCORE ( 3.38 ) 

Interpreta on
LOW (less than 2.75)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the ones and twos ("occasionally" and "almost never") suggest that you tend
to become caught up in change situa ons, yet find it difficult to control them. You are also likely to find that such
change has a range of unexpected twists and turns, to which there never seems to be any easy answers. A low
scorer tends to find anything other than minor changes frustra ng and commanding of much more of their me
and energy that they might like. As a result, this kind of person is likely to suffer higher levels of stress than
others.

HIGH (greater than 3.5)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the fours and fives ("almost always" and "very frequently") suggest that you
are comfortable with personal change and comfortable helping others to cope with changes forced upon them.
To do this, you are likely to quickly find ways to plan how to tackle what is ahead and then try to strongly work
the plan you have created. A high scorer tends to an cipate change as much as possible and takes early
proac ve steps to be as prepared as possible. In addi on, the high scorer is likely to maintain a flexible a tude
and disposi on and does what is necessary to deal with the pressure and help others do the same.

25. I encourage people to think differently and be open to the benefits of new25. I encourage people to think differently and be open to the benefits of new25. I encourage people to think differently and be open to the benefits of new25. I encourage people to think differently and be open to the benefits of new
approaches.approaches.approaches.approaches.
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Managing Change (cont)
26. I reduce unpleasant surprises by planning ahead.26. I reduce unpleasant surprises by planning ahead.26. I reduce unpleasant surprises by planning ahead.26. I reduce unpleasant surprises by planning ahead.
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27. I look for opportunities to recognize and celebrate successful change.27. I look for opportunities to recognize and celebrate successful change.27. I look for opportunities to recognize and celebrate successful change.27. I look for opportunities to recognize and celebrate successful change.
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28. I listen carefully when team members voice their concerns and fears about change.28. I listen carefully when team members voice their concerns and fears about change.28. I listen carefully when team members voice their concerns and fears about change.28. I listen carefully when team members voice their concerns and fears about change.
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29. I act as a role model for new and different ways of doing things.29. I act as a role model for new and different ways of doing things.29. I act as a role model for new and different ways of doing things.29. I act as a role model for new and different ways of doing things.
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Managing Change (cont)

Managing Change looks at how well you an cipate and plan for future change and then manage yourself and
others to handle it well. It asks the ques on: "How effec vely do you manage personal and widespread
change in order to ac vely steer the process to posi ve and beneficial ends for you, your team and your
organiza on?"

Recommenda ons for Overall Improvement
Low scorers should try to become less "consumed" by daily ac vi es and priori es and spend more me
an cipa ng what might be around the corner. Low scorers should seek out and talk to effec ve agents or
managers of personal and organiza onal change in order to learn coping strategies for different situa ons and
circumstances.

Ways to Strengthen or Improve Managing Change
Design regular me into your day or week to think about the medium-term or long-term future (not just
your day-to-day or most pressing issues or problems).
Imagine a range of possible outcomes or results that could come about as a result of specific personal or
organiza onal changes that might affect you, your team or your organiza on in the future.
Carefully consider what you might need to do right now to accommodate any and all these scenarios.
Ac vely look for opportuni es to introduce "step-by-step change" ini a ves and improvements,
whenever the benefits are clear to see.
Help others come to terms with change, and challenge any resistance firmly but fairly.

30. I prepare my team well to handle the unexpected.30. I prepare my team well to handle the unexpected.30. I prepare my team well to handle the unexpected.30. I prepare my team well to handle the unexpected.
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Se ng Goals and Standards
Se ng Goals and Standards refers to an individual's ability to manage ac vi es and projects using
measurable goals and standards and working with others to set goals and standards to develop understanding
and build commitment. This competency looks at one's ability to evaluate and priori ze goals, inten ons, and
ac on standards; eliminate barriers to the goal-se ng process; evaluate goals against criteria and standards;
and use goals to mo vate.

AGGREGATE SCORE ( 3.46 ) 

Interpreta on
LOW (less than 2.75)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the ones and twos ("almost never" and "occasionally") suggest that you may
have trouble iden fying and priori zing inten ons, goals and standards. Those with whom you work need to
know which specific goals and standards you expect of them. You tend to focus more on ac vi es than goals and
are likely to give assignments without first collabora ng with others to determine the goals and standards to be
met. Low scorers are likely to find it difficult to translate idle thoughts or dreams about the future into specific
direc onal steps that they and others can take in the short term. Low scorers tend to come across as indecisive,
deliberately vague and "aimless," and are prone to cause confusion in others because they iden fy more than
one possible direc on to take.

HIGH (greater than 3.5)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the fours and fives ("very frequently" and "almost always") suggest that you
are adept at conver ng broad, vague, or general inten ons into goals; se ng standards by which these should
be achieved; and iden fying the path to achieve them. A high scorer is likely to enjoy developing concrete and
prac cal standards of performance and ac on plans that can be quickly and easily followed. High scorers can
remain focused on one overall direc on or course and will see that people are not distracted or side-tracked
unless absolutely necessary, in which case they will adjust the course and keep everybody informed.

31. I set standards and targets that are specific, action-oriented, and realistic.31. I set standards and targets that are specific, action-oriented, and realistic.31. I set standards and targets that are specific, action-oriented, and realistic.31. I set standards and targets that are specific, action-oriented, and realistic.
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Se ng Goals and Standards (cont)
32. I do not allow vague and aimless aspirations to prevail.32. I do not allow vague and aimless aspirations to prevail.32. I do not allow vague and aimless aspirations to prevail.32. I do not allow vague and aimless aspirations to prevail.
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33. I clearly define how to get from point A to point B.33. I clearly define how to get from point A to point B.33. I clearly define how to get from point A to point B.33. I clearly define how to get from point A to point B.
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34. I challenge short-term actions that appear inconsistent with long-term goals.34. I challenge short-term actions that appear inconsistent with long-term goals.34. I challenge short-term actions that appear inconsistent with long-term goals.34. I challenge short-term actions that appear inconsistent with long-term goals.
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35. When I commit to do something, it will get done.35. When I commit to do something, it will get done.35. When I commit to do something, it will get done.35. When I commit to do something, it will get done.
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Se ng Goals and Standards (cont)

Se ng Goals and Standards refers to an individual's ability to manage ac vi es and projects using
measurable goals and standards and working with others to set goals and standards to develop understanding
and build commitment. This competency looks at one's ability to evaluate and priori ze goals, inten ons, and
ac on standards; eliminate barriers to the goal-se ng process; evaluate goals against criteria and standards;
and use goals to mo vate.

Recommenda ons for Overall Improvement
Low scorers need to weigh alterna ve courses of ac on to achieve a par cular result more effec vely, as well as
decide on the general direc on and communicate it clearly, spelling out appropriate standards to achieve the
result. Low scorers should try to get one or two other people to help them stay on track and consistently remind
everyone of the goals and targets they are working toward.

Ways to Strengthen or Improve Se ng Goals and Standards
Start se ng clear goals for yourself and use the experience to set broader targets that are concise and
ac on-oriented.
Make sure that others find targets clear and easy to follow.
Keep reviewing your wri en goals to ensure that they remain realis c and that you stay on track.
Use a structured process to evaluate the different courses of ac on that are open to you to achieve a
par cular goal or target.
Ask your team members for feedback on how you use power, authority, and influence and use the
informa on you gather to make adjustments.

Are you fair?
Do you back down too quickly?
Do you avoid conflict?
Do you come across too strongly?

Before presen ng op ons or solu ons, look for diverse opinions and share informa on in advance, so
that those who need to "buy in" are not surprised.
Hold regular progress review mee ngs so that everyone working on large-scale goals will develop be er
overall team spirit.

36. I clearly communicate the consequences for not meeting standards.36. I clearly communicate the consequences for not meeting standards.36. I clearly communicate the consequences for not meeting standards.36. I clearly communicate the consequences for not meeting standards.
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Team Building
Team Building looks at the extent to which you trust, coach, and guide your team and team members in order
to influence and help them control their own des ny through their own efforts. It asks the ques on: "How
well do you empower individuals and team members so that they believe that the consequences of their
ac ons are their own?

AGGREGATE SCORE ( 3.59 ) 

Interpreta on
LOW (less than 2.75)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the ones and twos ("occasionally" and "almost never") suggest that you are
oblivious or unconcerned about people's individual needs, preferring to focus more on goals and/or tasks. As
such, you will rely on systems and procedures to provide the necessary leadership framework rather than have
to spend me building one-to-one rela onships yourself. A low scorer comes across as individualis c and unable
to trust the skills and abili es of other people to achieve goals and targets without strong "command and
control." Such an individual tends to spend li le or no me sharing knowledge or coaching others and does not
make me to help and support the team when the team needs it.

HIGH (greater than 3.5)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the fours and fives ("almost always" and "very frequently") suggest that you
use your leadership skills to help and guide people in ways that lead them to become more self-sufficient, and
that you encourage them to find their own solu ons and commit to their own decisions. You are also likely to try
to understand people at a "deeper" level and offer the kind of leadership that they value the most. A high scorer
tends to build high levels of trust and empathy with individual team members and the team as a whole. They
create an open and warm climate in which other individuals feel that they can take reasonable risks in their work
in order to meet goals and feel appreciated for their efforts and results.

37. I seek to empower team members to make decisions based on a clear framework for37. I seek to empower team members to make decisions based on a clear framework for37. I seek to empower team members to make decisions based on a clear framework for37. I seek to empower team members to make decisions based on a clear framework for
action.action.action.action.
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Team Building (cont)
38. I recognize the strengths and challenges of the team members and seek to help38. I recognize the strengths and challenges of the team members and seek to help38. I recognize the strengths and challenges of the team members and seek to help38. I recognize the strengths and challenges of the team members and seek to help
them build mutually beneficial relationships.them build mutually beneficial relationships.them build mutually beneficial relationships.them build mutually beneficial relationships.
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39. I give team members the authority and tools necessary to achieve desired outcomes.39. I give team members the authority and tools necessary to achieve desired outcomes.39. I give team members the authority and tools necessary to achieve desired outcomes.39. I give team members the authority and tools necessary to achieve desired outcomes.
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40. I understand the responsibilities of every team member.40. I understand the responsibilities of every team member.40. I understand the responsibilities of every team member.40. I understand the responsibilities of every team member.
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41. I encourage discussion about how team decisions should be made and41. I encourage discussion about how team decisions should be made and41. I encourage discussion about how team decisions should be made and41. I encourage discussion about how team decisions should be made and
communicated.communicated.communicated.communicated.
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Team Building (cont)

Team Building looks at the extent to which you trust, coach, and guide your team and team members in order
to influence and help them control their own des ny through their own efforts. It asks the ques on: "How
well do you empower individuals and team members so that they believe that the consequences of their
ac ons are their own?

Recommenda ons for Overall Improvement
Low scorers need to give people much more room or authority to act, without le ng them feel that any of their
mistakes will be punished or held against them. Low scorers can also schedule regular me to iden fy and
recognize people's efforts, and to make themselves more available to offer general coaching and support to the
team (even if it is for only a short me each day or week ini ally).

Ways to Strengthen or Improve Team Building
Take an ac ve interest in finding out more about what fellow team members and colleagues in the same
broad work area are responsible for doing and achieving and iden fy areas where they have strong
general skills or competence.
Create specific opportuni es to empower team members. Give them full responsibility for tasks and
projects that you would normally handle yourself, depending on their skills or interest. This will stretch
them.
Engage in frequent "walk the talk" and one-to-one coaching, and listen to what they are saying.
Engage colleagues in debate about your own responsibili es, skills, and preferences, and look for
opportuni es to work together more collabora vely to get a be er overall result for your team and
organiza on.
Plan regular opportuni es for different people to work together as a team, and help them achieve
success. Be sure they get direct credit and recogni on.

42. I generate several possible future scenarios and invite people's comments.42. I generate several possible future scenarios and invite people's comments.42. I generate several possible future scenarios and invite people's comments.42. I generate several possible future scenarios and invite people's comments.
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Visualizing the Future
Visualizing the Future is the extent to which you spend me thinking about the medium-term and long-term
future in order to iden fy a posi ve and compelling vision of what could be. It asks the ques on: "How well
do you an cipate and find ways to crea vely or inspira onally describe to team members what may happen
in the future?"

AGGREGATE SCORE ( 3.76 ) 

Interpreta on
LOW (less than 2.75)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the ones and twos ("occasionally" and "almost never") suggest that you live
mainly in the present and spend li le me thinking about how the future might be be er or worse as changes
arise. You may also feel that your capacity to shape the future is limited or constrained and therefore spend li le
or no me discussing or describing what it could look like to others. A low scorer will likely focus on today most
of the me and avoid thinking about tomorrow or the long-term consequences of what they see changing
around them. They will, therefore, generally adopt a very short-term perspec ve and mainly only extrapolate
from exis ng reali es or what they see to be concrete or prac cal experience.

HIGH (greater than 3.5)
Response ra ngs predominantly in the fours and fives ("almost always" and "very frequently") suggest that you
have an inherent ability to picture or generate a range of different futures and try to describe them to team
members in a way that influences their ac ons today in order to help shape tomorrow. A high scorer will likely
engage team members in conversa on about the future and possible changes that could occur and even
generate crea ve scenarios that could come about if current ac ons or prac ces were changed (or team
members adopted different strategies today).

43. I am very good at assessing people’s skills and assigning tasks to them that will43. I am very good at assessing people’s skills and assigning tasks to them that will43. I am very good at assessing people’s skills and assigning tasks to them that will43. I am very good at assessing people’s skills and assigning tasks to them that will
allow them to shine.allow them to shine.allow them to shine.allow them to shine.
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Visualizing the Future (cont)
44. I like to generate excitement and enthusiasm about what the future could be.44. I like to generate excitement and enthusiasm about what the future could be.44. I like to generate excitement and enthusiasm about what the future could be.44. I like to generate excitement and enthusiasm about what the future could be.
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45. I have clearly outlined the vision and mission for our team.45. I have clearly outlined the vision and mission for our team.45. I have clearly outlined the vision and mission for our team.45. I have clearly outlined the vision and mission for our team.
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46. I challenge the entire team to think about the future.46. I challenge the entire team to think about the future.46. I challenge the entire team to think about the future.46. I challenge the entire team to think about the future.
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47. I focus on the best possible future outcomes and then work backwards to see what47. I focus on the best possible future outcomes and then work backwards to see what47. I focus on the best possible future outcomes and then work backwards to see what47. I focus on the best possible future outcomes and then work backwards to see what
needs to be done now to achieve those outcomes.needs to be done now to achieve those outcomes.needs to be done now to achieve those outcomes.needs to be done now to achieve those outcomes.
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Visualizing the Future (cont)

Visualizing the Future is the extent to which you spend me thinking about the medium-term and long-term
future in order to iden fy a posi ve and compelling vision of what could be. It asks the ques on: "How well
do you an cipate and find ways to crea vely or inspira onally describe to team members what may happen
in the future?"

Recommenda ons for Overall Improvement
The low scorer needs to shi  the balance of their focus from the present to spending more me reflec ng on
the future. Un l it becomes comfortable or natural, this can be done by engaging in structured discussions or
brainstorming sessions about change and the future in general. Individually, low scorers can also reflect more
o en on what could be, as opposed to what they believe will inevitably come about.

Ways to Strengthen or Improve Visualizing the Future
Act enthusias c about the future and highlight the opportuni es to do things in new, be er, and more
interes ng ways.
Sketch or draw your vision of the future on regular occasions and find me to close your eyes and think
about what tomorrow could be like.
Having done this, work backwards to list all the things that would have to be ini ated now or in the
short-term to help this future vision become a reality.
Develop a list of future steps, in sequence, that would need to be taken to achieve your ul mate goals.
Use analogies and metaphors to describe what you think the future could look like to capture team
members' imagina on in different and interes ng ways.

48. I believe that team choices today can shape what happens tomorrow.48. I believe that team choices today can shape what happens tomorrow.48. I believe that team choices today can shape what happens tomorrow.48. I believe that team choices today can shape what happens tomorrow.
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The 10/10 Report

Top 10 Strengths
Visualizing the Future
42. I generate several possible future scenarios and invite people's comments. 4.22

44. I like to generate excitement and enthusiasm about what the future could be. 4.00

Delegation
15. I actively demonstrate how things can be done in alternate ways. 4.00

Decision Making
7. I am an effective decision-maker. 4.00

Communication Skills
5. I ask a lot of questions and encourage others to talk about themselves and what they do. 4.00

Team Building
39. I give team members the authority and tools necessary to achieve desired outcomes. 3.89

Emotional Intelligence
24. I accept full responsibility and accountability for my actions. 3.89

Delegation
17. I believe that people need to be given new and different challenges in order to grow and learn. 3.89

13. I follow up with people to see how well they are progressing. 3.89

Decision Making
12. I review the accuracy of information before I make decisions. 3.89

Top 10 Development Needs
Communication Skills
1. I ask open questions that encourage others to explain their ideas. 2.78

Delegation
18. When delegating to others, I consider their capability and desire to perform the task 2.89

Communication Skills
2. I summarize and repeat what I have heard in discussions with others to ensure I have a clear
understanding of their message.

3.00

Delegation
14. I place importance on providing clear, easy-to-understand instructions and directions for others. 3.00

Setting Goals and Standards
31. I set standards and targets that are specific, action-oriented, and realistic. 3.00

Decision Making
9. I prioritize the importance or urgency of one option versus another. 3.11

10. I have a back-up or contingency plan whenever specific solutions carry a high risk. 3.11

Managing Change
27. I look for opportunities to recognize and celebrate successful change. 3.11

25. I encourage people to think differently and be open to the benefits of new approaches. 3.22

Team Building
38. I recognize the strengths and challenges of the team members and seek to help them build mutually
beneficial relationships.

3.22
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